
N last month’s issue of the Klarion,

we provided you with a list of our

Yard Managers’ picks for horses to

follow. Among them, was an unnamed filly

(pictured above under Robbie Fitzpatrick)

by Excelebration out of the Grand Slam

mare, Naomh Geileis, selected by Hayley

Kelly.

“This is a two-year-old filly in my barn

for whom I have a real soft spot,” wrote

Hayley. 

“It’s a bit of a surprise because she gave

me a quite a tough time breaking her in! I

think she has been the hardest

yearling I’ve ever had to break

in, and at one point I wondered

whether we would ever get a

rider on her back. 

“She is now very well-

behaved in every way and doing

everything right. I now feel like a

proud mother watching her on

the gallops each day and it all

goes to prove that perseverance

does pay off. She has only had

the one gallop so far but it was a

very pleasing one.”

And it was even more

pleasing for Hayley when that

unruly filly, since named Rebel

Assault, made her first trip to the

racecourse. For the youngster created a

huge impression with a spectacular

winning debut at Catterick on May 25,

landing a fillies’ novice event over five

furlongs.

The race went like clockwork. Quickly

away under Jason Hart, she was able to

cross to the rail from the outset and led the

way from Magic Applause and Angel

Force. Making every post a winning one,

she opened up a gap on the field in the

penultimate furlong, and, keeping on well

to the line, she scored by eight lengths

Taming the Rebel!
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from Magic Applause who was, herself,

five lengths clear of Dark Hedges in third.

The time of the race was significantly

faster than that recorded in the first

division, in which two fillies fought out a

duel for victory. Colin Russell, writing in

the Racing Post, noted that Rebel Assault

had put up ‘a performance that had Queen

Mary stamped all over it’, a comment

perhaps inspired by the time recorded.

Connections were absolutely delighted

by the win, not least because Rebel Assault

was one of the trickiest youngsters the yard

has known when it came to breaking

her in. So much so that, despairing

of ever getting a jockey on her back,

the decision was taken to buy a

‘dummy’ jockey to get her going!

All Hayley’s hard work and

perseverance with the filly has paid

off, and her debut win sparked a

flood of congratulatory messages on

social media to Hayley and her

team. 

In response, Hayley posted as

follows:

“Words do not describe how

chuffed I am to see this filly win.

Wouldn’t have said this six months

ago though. Rebel Assault you little

beauty! #AlwaysTrying.”
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